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Gender Politics in Modem China: Writing and Feminism. 
Edited by Tani E. Barlow. Durham: Duke University Press, 
1993. 320 pp. US$17.95 (paper) ISBN 0-8223-1389-8; 
US$49.95 (cloth) ISBN 0-8223-1376-6.
The essays in this collection demonstrate the possibilities 
for using theoretical and cross-cultural perspectives in the field 
of twentiethth-century Chinese literature and gender studies. 
The book belongs in university classrooms and will interest 
especially any reader who works with Western feminist theories 
and Chinese literary texts. Collectively, the critical essays broach 
the following topics: 1) the need to situate texts in China’s 
sociopolitical and gender conditions; 2) the question of how non- 
Western texts may, or may not, be read in terms of Western 
theoretical concepts; and 3) the recognition of the diversity of 
voices arising from different national conditions. The authors 
consider a broad range of materials, from interviews to historical 
accounts, and employ a variety of approaches, from studies of 
individual authors to analyses of literary traditions.
Ching-kiu Stephen Chan’s “The Language of Despair” and 
Carolyn T_ Brown’s “Woman as Trope” challenge the literary 
canon in re-reading male-authored literary texts. Chan argues 
that eminent writers such as Lu Xun, Yu Dafu, and Mao Dun 
sought self-expression through representation of the “other” ： the 
so-called New Woman of the May Fourth Era. According to 
Chan, a “split consciousness”一 a commitment to national reform
and a disillusionment with reality_ left male intellectuals with the 
dilemma of how to speak against women's oppression while 
solving the difficulty of finding a progressive ■ 
place for women in representation.
Brown’s reading of Lu Xun’s “Soap” from 
the perspective of feminist criticism illustrates the 
possibilities and problems of interpreting 
Chinese texts through the lens of Western 
theories. She asks， “what if women were to read 
male texts through the experiences of women, 
not of men?” Like Chan, she analyses the trope 
or image of woman in the service of a male "elite 
narrative voice” which speaks for women—from 
a superior social position advocating national 
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should note that in China, when gender becomes an issue in 
power struggles, social roles are more important than sexual 
difference.
Rey Chow’s “Virtuous Transactions: A Reading of Three 
Short Stories by Ling Shuhua” returns the focus to women’s 
writing and explores how women writers construct a feminine 
identity and literary style. Under gender conditions which require 
that Chinese women perform acts of self-sacrifice for the sake of 
their social position—a “virtuous transaction” 一  woman as writer 
must struggle to find an appropriate language to represent 
female experience within the patriarchal system. Chow sees the 
idea of “virtuous transactions” as best explaining how the social 
role of the virtuous woman is intertwined with the literary status 
of the female writer.
Considering the problem of women and writing from a 
historical perspective, Wendy Larson describes the decade 
1925-1935 as “the end of women’s literature.” She bases her 
argument on a reading of literary criticism, especially criticism of 
the well-known women writers Bing Xin and Ding Ling. Larson 
sees two historical transitions foreclosing women's literature: the 
post-May Fourth Era when writers were torn between literature 
and revolution, and the emergence of communist power in 
Yan'an which subordinated literature to political ends. Such 
historical and political developments cast a negative light on a 
distinctly women's literature, and Larson concludes that 
“gendered writing simply disappears from literary discourse.” 
Two exceptions to this disappearance, Eileen Chang and Su 
Qing in Shanghai, go unmentioned, however.
If we take women’s writing in the May Fourth Era as the 
first wave of women’s literature, as this book suggests, then the 
out-pouring of writing by women since the post-Mao era 
constitutes the second wave. Lydia H. Liu’s “ Invention and 
Intervention: The Female Tradition in Modern Chinese 
Literature” juxtaposes readings of May Fourth and post-Mao 
women writers. In discussing the question of (ta female tradition 
in modem Chinese literature，” Liu argues that the reconstruction 
of female subjectivity became possible only when women 
themselves began to read and write against the male literary 
canon. Liu emphasizes that gender difference in China is 
concealed by a sexless collective consensus such that female 
identity is inscribed within an official discourse of equality as
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workers and political subjects， with a consequent 
masculinization of women in the social sphere.
Following Liu’s detailed introduction, Meng Yue’s “Female 
Images and National Myth” and Wang Zheng’s “Three 
Interviews" consider the voices of particular Chinese women. 
Meng Yue describes a literary world in which the emphasis on 
class struggle obscures gender difference and the triumph of 
totalitarian ideology precludes individual subjectivity. In 
examining socialist forms of literary expression, either fiction or 
model operas, Meng finds the image of woman primarily glorified 
as an exponent of the sanctioned state ideology.
Anyone approaching the subject of Chinese women writers 
from the viewpoint of Western feminism will likely be surprised. 
At a time when it is difficult to even raise the issue of gender 
among Chinese writers and scholars, interview questions like 
“Do you write from a woman’s perspective? Are you interested in 
Western feminism? Have you read any Western books on 
feminism?" will often receive a frank NO in response. Wang 
Zheng’s interviews with three of China’s leading female authors 
and critics (Wang Anyi, Dai Qing, and Zhu Lin) illustrate this 
denial of female consciousness and disaffirmation of feminism. 
The apparent rejection of the tenets of Western feminism by 
these Chinese women writers forces us to think again about the 
cultural specificity of gender as a component of self-expression.
The articles that follow examine the textual and political 
strategies at work in the construction of gender. Chen Yu-shih’s 
humanistic analysis Zhang Xianliang’s “Mimosa” and Zhang 
Jie’s “Ark” continues the study of the representation of women in 
works by male and female authors. Richard King's biographical 
sketch of Zhu L in ‘from a translator’s point of view further 
problematizes the concept posed in Wang Zheng's interviews of 
the position of writing as a woman. Wolfgang Kubin's ^Writing 
with Your Body: Literature as Wound-Remarks on the Poetry of 
Shu Ting” reveals the importance of bodily codings to feminine 
writing. In “Taking Tiger Mountain: Can Xue’s Resistance and 
Cultural Critique," Jon Solomon presents a close reading of a 
single work, ^Skylight." Solomon finds in Can Xue's writing a 
psychological world which resists explicit representations and 
conventional readings.
In addition to the discussions of gender and writing in 
Mainland China, the collection includes two articles on women
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writers from Taiwan. In “Yuan Qiongqiong and the Rage for 
Eileen Zhang among Taiwan's Feminine Writers," Sung-sheng 
Yvonne Chang sees a connection between women’s writings 
from Shanghai’s past and women’s literature being produced in 
Taiwan. She argues that Eileen Chang’s form of “popular 
romance in the frame of serious literature” has inspired the 
literary imagination of a younger generation. Yet the different 
social and historical conditions of the two generations would 
seem to prevent Chang's followers from achieving the subtleties 
of her representations.
While Chang’s essay provides broad contextual 
framework, Sheung-Yuen Daisy Ng*s “Feminism in the Chinese 
Text: Li Ang's The Butchers Wifen presents a detailed analysis 
of a Taiwanese literary work in terms of Western feminist 
criticism. Her central argument, shared by female writers in 
Mainland China, addresses the reluctance to declare oneself a 
feminist or claim a female consciousness. In the Chinese 
context， the preference for presenting one’s subject as human 
nature rather than sexual difference reminds us that cross- 
cultural study, while offering promises, is fraught with difficulties.
The concluding article, Margaret Decker’s review of five 
translations of literary works, helps the reader to piece together 
the seemingly separate parts of a literary tradition in modern 
China and provides an excellent starting point for students of 
contemporary Chinese literature, in the 1990s, however, as 
Chinese women’s writing clearly shows an increasing interest in 
searching for female subjectivity through fictional forms, we 
need and expect more publications like this one.
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